Visit the

International Programs Grants Resource Center

272 International Center

HOURS
(academic year 2004-2005)
Monday, Thursday, Friday 9am-12 noon
Tuesday, Wednesday 9am-3pm

The IP Grants Resource Center (GRC) furnishes a centralized location for graduate students and faculty to search for and identify funding for study and research that has an international focus. The GRC houses electronic and printed resources to assist scholars in locating appropriate grants, scholarships, and fellowships to support their projects, including samples of successful student proposals. Users may consult the materials on their own during the GRC’s regular hours (after an initial orientation from one of the IP Office of Research and Development staff), or they may arrange for individual consultation using the GRC’s resources.

If you have questions or wish to make an appointment, please contact a member of the IP Office of Research and Development:

Kristi Fitzpatrick, Program Assistant, 335-0477
Carla Colletti or Elena Osinsky, Graduate Assistants, 335-0659, ip-grants@uiowa.edu
Dr. Roberta M. Marvin, Director, IP Office of Research and Development, 335-2823.